Objective
The student will match final phonemes in words.

Materials
- Final sound picture cards (Activity Master PA.033.AM1)
- Cut out picture wedges to use as target sounds.
- Construction paper circles or paper plates
- Print resources (e.g., magazines and catalogs)
- Scissors
- Glue

Activity
Students group pictures containing the same final sound creating a collage.
1. Provide the student with one target sound picture and paper circle. Place print resources, scissors, and glue at the center.
2. The student glues the target sound picture on the paper circle. Names the picture and says its final sound (e.g., “dog, /g/”).
3. Finds and cuts out pictures from print resources that have the same final sound as the target picture. Names the picture and says its final sound (e.g., “mug, /g/”).
4. Glues pictures to paper circles.
5. Continues until at least six pictures are glued on the circles.
6. Teacher evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
- Use a different final sound picture card.
- Use target initial and medial sounds.
final sound picture cards: dog, girl, farm, map, ant, bus